
 

Eclipse PX - Surround Panning Joystick Controller
 
Eclipse PX combines a high-quality, three axis joystick with $ve touch-sensitive, push-button, rotary 
encoders, nine illuminated buttons and a three digit white LED display for indicating track number. 
!e controller can be connected to a computer, using its own built in 10/100 Ethernet interface 
(TCPIP and UDP  supported) or to some other Eclipse units via internal expansion port. It can be 
physically attached to other Eclipse units using Eclipse Joiner Kit. 
Eclipse PX is functionally identical to the Nuage Panner and can be used to directly control 
surround mixing in Steinberg Nuendo and other applications. 

With its own custom so"ware plug-in for Steinberg 
Nuendo, Eclipse PX provides precise control of all 
automatable surround automation parameters.
Controls include real time control and 
automation of Joystick X, Y, Global Di-
vergence, Auto Orbit, Front Divergence, 
Rear Divergence, Center Distribution, 
Front-Rear Divergence, LFE Level, 
Manual Orbit and more.
So"ware developers can take advantage 
of the Eclipse PX as a stand alone unit or 
combine it with other Eclipse components to make a 
specialized controller for your speci$c needs.
Eclipse PX is also compatible with Pro Tools (Mac Only) and Logic Pro.
Direct support in Dolby ATMOS Tools 1.6.

Weight 
6 lbs
2.72 kg

11.5 in
29.21 cm

6 in
15.24 cm

3.25 in
8.255 cm

Eclipse Software for Mac OS X 
Mapping so"ware for Mac allows Ethernet equipped units to control Cubase, 
Final Cut Pro X, Logic Pro, Media Composer, Premiere Pro, Nuendo and any 
other Mac so"ware applications.   
It provides context-sensitive Jog/Shuttle and user control of text displays and 
user mapping of controls in any so"ware.   
Our smart so"ware driver knows which application is in the foreground and 
switches automatically for seamless control.  
Enhanced support for Eclipse 24, Eclipse MXL/MXL2 and Eclipse MX make the 
Eclipse Midnight Series the most powerful programmable 
controller series for Mac.
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